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The first volume in the Homecoming saga from bestselling author Orson Scott
Card, The Memory of Earth High above the planet Harmony, the Oversoul
watches. Its task, programmed so many millennia ago, is to guard the human
settlement on this planet--to protect this fragile remnant of Earth from all threats.
To protect them, most of all, from themselves. The Oversoul has done its job
well. There is no war on Harmony. There are no weapons of mass destruction.
There is no technology that could lead to weapons of war. By control of the data
banks, and subtle interference in the very thoughts of the people, the artificial
intelligence has fulfilled its mission. But now there is a problem. In orbit, the
Oversoul realizes that it has lost access to some of its memory banks, and some
of its power systems are failing. And on the planet, men are beginning to think
about power, wealth, and conquest. Homecoming series The Memory of Earth
The Call of Earth The Ships of Earth Earthfall Earthborn At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
A woman receives a mysterious phone call that places her life in danger.
The elders could see nothing but smoke until they turned the corner onto the
street where the fire was. And then, both of them stopped. ?The synagogue!?
Elder Thomas said. It had never occurred to him that anyone ? even the Nazis ?
would do such a thing.Elder Thomas got his camera out. He snapped the shot
but then heard someone say, in German, ?What are you doing there??He tucked
the camera inside his coat, under his arm. He tried to appear normal, but his
heart was suddenly beating hard. A man was crossing the narrow street and
coming toward them.?Making pictures?? the man asked as he walked closer.
Elder Thomas took a better look. He saw what he feared: the black uniform with
silver trim and braided hat. Gestapo.Elder Alex Thomas wants only to teach the
gospel to the people of Germany. But it soon becomes obvious that he will never
complete his mission. War is coming, and that will affect not only Elder Thomas
but also his family back home in Salt Lake City.In the family is Wally, Elder
Thomas?s younger brother, who usually just wants ot have a good time, but
lately doesn?t seem to care much about anything. There?s his sister Bobbi, who
is supposed to marry Phil Clark, the most eligible bachelor in the Salt Lake
Valley. The problem is, she can?t ignore her attraction to Dr. Stinson, a
University of Utah professor who?s not a member of the Church. And there are
Elder Thomas?s parents, D. Alexander Thomas, stake president and his wife,
Bea, who want their children to be true to the values and ideals they?ve taught
them. But President and Sister Thomas are finding they can?t just tell their
children what to do anymore, and they?re worried about what will happen when
the United States enters a war that no one seems able to stop.In Rumors of War,
the first volume of the series Children of the Promise, author Dean Hughes
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recreates the era of World War II in stunning detail. But more than that, he shows
how the war affects an ordinary family of Latter-day Saints. If you?re interested in
Church or world history, or if you?re simply looking for a powerful LDS novel, you
won?t want to miss Rumors of War.
A withdrawn adolescent boy's initiation into the occult draws him ever deeper into
the bizarre world of witchcraft, voodoo, and satanism until, at age sixteen, he
commits suicide.
Jim Hawkins walks side-by-side with the mortal Messiah; Joshua Plimpton, a
chief captain of the Nephites, pursues the vilest villains to rescue the golden
plates of the Book of Mormon; and, Apollus, Steffanie, Gidgiddonihah, and the
rest of the "Tennis Shoes" clan, together with the prophets Mormon and Moroni,
seek to outwit the teeth-gnashing forces of the Lamanites and Gadiantons as
they converge upon the Hill Cumorah.
In 3000 B.C., threatened by the sword of Akish and the army of the Nephites,
Mary, Becky, and Josh shelter a baby destined to become a great patriarch as
Steffi is captured and taken to the Tower of Babel and Harry time-travels back to
the battle betweenAkish and Gid.
When he jeopardizes his football scholarship, high school student Kaleo is
transported from present-day Salt Lake City to early nineteenth-century Palmyra,
New York, where he meets the Prophet Joseph Smith and learns for himself the
truthfulness of the Book of Mormon.
Surrounded by more than a million Lamanites and Gadianton robbers, Joshua,
Harry, Apollus, Meagan, Garth, Steffanie, and many other favorite Tennis Shoes
characters brace themselves with the Nephite nation for the promised day of
violence and thunder. For four long years, the prophet Mormon has guided his
people into making the Hill Cumorah an impregnable fortress against any
adversary, but conflict and corruption among the Nephites threatens to
undermine all of Mormon's efforts and make everyone--including our
characters--vulnerable for disaster.
Humor, Satire, Latter-day Saint, Religious essays
When Becky and Josh Plimpton are kidnapped by Todd Finlay, Megan and her
two suitors, Ryan and Apollus, attempt to rescue them, but through the
mysterious powers of the Rainbow Room, one group ends up in nineteenthcentury Jerusalem and the other in central America hundreds of years after the
visitation of the Savior to the Nephites.
"Join Jim Hawkins and family as they stand face to face with the ultimate forces
of good and evil in this, the fourth volume of the best-selling Tennis Shoes
Adventure Series. Hearts will pound and adrenaline will rush as this spectacular
Book of Mormon epic races to its breathtaking climax"--Page 4 of cover.
I should've died in that pool. A merman saved me. Seventeen year old Valerie
used to want the ripped lifeguards to rescue her, but her perceptions explode
after a freak diving accident at the local pool when she's rescued by a shy,
intelligent merman named Wyn. A year before, a drunk driver killed her parents
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and the only thing that keeps her going is her training-she's a champion diverand she still spends every waking moment in the pool. Initially Valerie thinks
she's going crazy and hallucinating. But she learns that her mind isn't making him
up; it's because Wyn saved her that she can now see him and others can't.
Wyn's ability to see her clearly, touches her heart. What confuses both of them is
why have Wyn's captors trapped him in a public pool surrounded by humans?
Valerie finds out the captors are moving Wyn to a more secure scientific facility in
just three days. How can "she" save him?
Tennis Shoes Among the NephitesCovenant CommunicationsTennis Shoes
Among the NephitesCovenant CommunicationsGadiantons and the Silver
SwordDeseret Book CompanyDrums of DesolationA Novel
Razia Shah-a promising, bright, suicidally-depressed seventeen-year-old living in
New Delhi-has to tell herself a new story each day to convince herself to keep
living until the next. Amir Mousa, a Palestinian shopkeeper in North Carolina,
finds his thoughts jolting back to his lost village after he wins the lottery. Soon
Punjabi, Congolese, and Mexican immigrants' stories are told following the
structure of the Jewish liturgical calendar, the folk hero of a forgotten people
embarks on a quest to gather stories like grain against a famine, the leader of a
merchant household in an alternate Indian Ocean trading culture is forced to
confront his failure to keep a covenant with his slaves, and a hospital patient
begins hallucinating the life history of his Indian-American anesthesiologist's
father. The novella and five short stories that make up The First Five-Dozen
Tales of Razia Shah and Other Stories combine fantastical imagery and lyrical
language to meditate on the pressures human beings face in an era of migration
and rapid social change-and the power of storytelling in the face of those
pressures.
Leila's life in Zarahemla is blessed, but that doesn't mean it's easy. With her
husband, Nephi, traveling as a ruler and a prophet, she often has to face her
challenges alone. Now that the Gadianton robbers are threatening to plunge the
city into complete chaos, Leila knows she'll have to defend her belief in the
coming Christ, even if it means risking everything.
Assists Latter-day Saints in understanding the principles of the gospel that
harmonize so perfectly with the principles in each of the Twelve Steps of
recovery. Each chapter is woven around a powerful collection of Book of Mormon
scriptures and quotes for latter-day prophets. Thousands of people have already
been blessed with increased recovery from otherwise insurmountable
problems--addiction, compulsive behaviors, depression, trauma, abuse in
childhood or as an adult, as well as the loss of a loverd one--by focusing these
true principles on their particular challenges. Conveys a profound testimony that
the Atonement of Jesus Christ is equal to any challenge we face.
The Sealed Portion-Another Testament of Jesus Christ is the second part of the
Book of Mormon, which millions of people throughout the world accept as the
word of God along with the Bible. Joseph Smith, Jr. (1830), the founder of the
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Mormon faith, claimed to have received gold plates from an angel of God named
Moroni. When he received the plates, Smith relates that 2/3 of them were sealed.
The angel Moroni commanded him not to break the seals, but to translate only
the portion of the plates that was unsealed. It was prophesied that the sealed
portion of the plates would one day be given to the people of the world. Using two
stones called the Urim and Thummim, Joseph Smith translated the unsealed
portion. Before returning the plates to the angel Moroni, Joseph showed them to
several others. These men gave their personal testimony as witnesses to the
existence of the plates and to the truthfulness of the Book of Mormon. Claiming
to have received the same instructions to translate the sealed portion of the gold
plates, an obscure man, once an active member of the LDS faith, who goes only
by the name of Christopher, has published the remaining sealed portion. Though
others have made similar claims before him, none has ever testified that he
received the Urim and Thummim that was prepared by God to translate the
plates, and none has made claim that he has received the exact same gold
plates that were in Joseph Smith's possession-except for Christopher. This book
is a result of that translation. The Sealed Portion-The Final Testament of Jesus
Christ, written by Moroni, relates the vision seen by the Brother of Jared. Within
the pages, the entire history of mankind is covered. It begins with the kingdom
where the spirits of the children of men were first created, and continues through
until the end of the millennium, when the earth will be restored to a state similar
to the garden of Eden, and the planets will be prepared as the degrees of glory in
the kingdom of God. The most accurate and precise account ever given of the life
of Christ is contained within the pages, including his early years with his family,
his youth, baptism, marriages, mission, and death. Moroni explains the
atonement, the LDS temple endowment, and some of the hidden symbolism of
the book of Revelation. He recounts the prophets Ubaid, Zarathustra, Antioch,
Socrates, Sythipian, Mohammad, and Joseph Smith, Jr., among others. The
histories of the Egyptians, Hittites, Babylonians, Romans, and Americans are
also covered. Also given is the in-depth and beautiful description of Jesus'
intercessory prayer among the Nephites and the Lamanites on the American
continent. Along with the translation of the sealed portion, the first part of the gold
plates that was translated by Joseph Smith, Jr. and subsequently lost by his
scribe, Martin Harris, is also included in this extraordinary work. This part is
known as the Book of Lehi (the lost 116-page manuscript). The full text of Joseph
Smith's reported First Vision, in which he claims to have been visited by God the
Father and Jesus Christ, is also included in the book. The reader is lead from
blindness into the light as he or she discovers the truths written within these
pages.
From the bestselling author of the Ender Universe series comes Orson Scott
Card's epic historical novel Saints When ten-year-old Dinah Kirkham saw her
father leave their Manchester home in the middle of the night, she basked when
he would be back. "Soon," he replied. But he never came back. On that night in
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1829, John Kirkham laid the foundation of his daughter's certainty that the only
person Dinah could ever really trust was herself. From that day forward, Dinah
worked to support her family, remaining devoted to their welfare even in the face
of despair and grinding poverty. Then one day she heard a new message, a new
purpose ignited in her heart, and new life opened up before her. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
Vowing to reclaim the land of his fathers, Zeniff leads a company of Nephites deep into
Lamanite territory. But the Lamanites have other plans for them. Can Zeniff defend his
city against the Lamanite armies? Will his ambitious son Noah seize the crown? Can
the prophet Abinadi save the city from its own wickedness? Adventure, war, betrayal,
and redemption await you in iPlates Volume 1, an award-winning comic series based
on the Book of Mormon.
Harry's enemies seek to separate him from all he holds dear, as Garth and Meagan are
forced to make choices that could leave Harry permanently lost in Jerusalem during the
first century A.D.
Where is Normon the Nephite? Is he behind the green Jell-o at a wedding reception in
the ward cultural hall? Or can you spot him heading West with the pioneers? Finding
him is hours of fun! With over 100,000 hardback copies in print, cartoonist Pat Bagley's
popular seek-and-find book is now in paperback. New generations of children can find
the elusive and charming Nephite.
"Jim, now the father of two teenage daughters and a ten-year-old son, all as stubborn
and self-willed as he ever was, must battle the forces of an old and secret adversary set
on destroying his very existence. Once again Jim must descend through the mysterious
passages of Frost Cave and the Rainbow Room, only to emerge with his family in a
land and time teetering on the brink of ultimate destruction. The time just prior to the
Savior's appearance in the new world"--P.[4] of cover.
Georgette Heyer is known as the "Queen of Regency Romance," and you won't want to
wait to find out why! You'll fall in love with Arabella Tallant, one of the most memorable
and delightfully exuberant heroines you've ever met. Daughter of a modest country
clergyman, Arabella Tallant still dreams of a proper romance, and is on her way to
London when her carriage breaks down outside the hunting lodge of the wealthy Mr.
Robert Beaumaris. Her pride stung when she overhears a remark of her host's,
Arabella comes to her own defense and pretends to be an heiress, a pretense that
deeply amuses the jaded Beau. To counter her white lie, Beaumaris launches her into
high society and thereby subjects her to all kinds of fortune hunters. When
compassionate Arabella rescues such unfortunate creatures as a mistreated chimney
sweep and an abandoned dog—proving her love is refined by kindness and
grace—Beaumaris finds he rather enjoys the role of rescuer and is soon given the
opportunity to prove his mettle... The Georgette Heyer Signature Collection is a
celebration of an author who has charmed millions of readers with her delightful sense
of humor and unique take on Regency romance. This edition of Arabella includes fun
and fascinating bonus content?a glossary of Regency slang, a Reading Group Guide,
and an Afterword by official biographer Jennifer Kloester sharing insights into what
Georgette herself thought of Arabella and what was going on in her life as she was
writing.
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The first book in The War Chapters Series, "A Hero Rises," introduces Captain Moroni,
and how at such an early age he came to command a large army in a time of extreme
national danger. Readers follow Moroni through tragedy and triumph while gaining a
deeper understanding of why Mormon said of him, "If every man were like unto him, the
very gates of hell would shake."
In 2006, 22-year-old James Goldberg moved to Utah, dreaming of possibilities for Mormon
artistic community. Though the ride was often rough, he spent the next five years feeling his
way forward, finding a voice to speak the language of the tradition in his own distinct register.
The twelve essays and short stories in Remember the Revolution chronicle those experiments,
giving voice to the idealism, anxiety, and insight of a young Mormon writer. Whether imagining
the experience of a Mormon Bollywood playback singer, giving the German Jewish philosopher
Walter Benjamin a seat in primary, telling the story of the early Restoration through an
imagined sequence of Joseph Smith's anxious dreams, or writing an inverted theology in the
form of spam emails, Goldberg grapples with ways Mormon thought can engage with the
cultures around it and speak to the pressing questions simmering beneath the surface of the
modern world. At turns sincere, satirical, surreal, and somber, Remember the Revolution is
vital reading for anyone interested in the potential of a distinctly Mormon literature.
The saga of the Benjamin Steed family begins in the fall of 1826 with their move from Vermont
to Palmyra Township in upstate New York in search of better farmland. In Palmyra, they meet
a young man named Joseph Smith and are caught up in the controversy that swirls around
him.
Harry and Meagan face the awesome challenges of courage and survival in the hostile world of
Jerusalem in 70 A.D.
In 1610, while the pilgrims were tip-toeing onto the rocky New England coast, Spanish
adventures and Catholic priests were riding their mules north from Santa Fe in a quest for gold
and baptisms. Storm Gold is a story of gold, love passion and war--Lee Nelson storytelling at
its best.
It has been six months since the inexplicable passage to Zarahemla disintegrated and
disappeared. Kerra and Brock McConnell have been reunited with their long lost father, but an
emptiness remains in Kerra's heart as she watches her courageous Nephite warrior, Kiddoni,
fade away in a vortex of time, possibly forever. ... In the tumult of their adventure, Kerra and
Brock soon find themselves in league with familiar friends from other Chris Heimerdinger
novels, fighting alongside these valiant heroes and binding together Escape from Zarahemla
with the imaginative Tennis Shoes Adventure series!
In an attempt to help his sister, who has cancer, fifteen-year-old Harry again enters Frost Cave
to travel back in time, but takes a wrong turn and ends up in Jerusalem in 60 A.D., where the
teachings of Christ have been twisted and war and lawlessness prevail, making Harry's task
seem impossible.
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